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Increase in Data Sharing
In the last decade, data sharing has become 
increasingly common in the social sciences:
–More journals are adopting data policies
–More data repositories are available to share 

research data



Data Policies in Social Science Journals

More than 50% 
of the top 50 
journals in 
anthropology, 
economics, 
psychology, and 
political sciences 
have data 
policies that 
either 
encourage or 
require to share 
the data 
associated with 
the article.

Crosas, Gautier, Karcher, Kirilova, Otalora, Schwartz, 2018. Data Policies of highly-ranked social science journals



Data repositories around the world 
powered by Dataverse

https://dataverse.org/

In the last year:
• From 23 to 33 Dataverse repositories
• From 49,000 to 53,000 datasets 

shared through Harvard Dataverse



But, are these shared data reusable?

• Shared data should be reusable to:
– Replicate previous studies
– Conduct new studies using existing data

• For this, we need:
–Well-documented, well-organized data and code
– Tools that facilitate replication and reuse



“Increasing Scientific Dataset Quality Through 
Reproducibility and Curation Tools and Targeted 

Services in Dataverse Repositories”
With funding from the Sloan Foundation, we plan 
to address data reuse and reproducibility by:
– Improving curation through educational materials, 

friendly user-interface, and services
– Integrating replication tools with Dataverse

repositories:
• Encapsulator to pack your data and code in a self-contained, 

documented capsule (this talk)
• Code Ocean to easily run scientific code online
• CoRe2 to connect systems in order to streamline the 

verification workflow (ODUM Institute)



Easier reproducibility for 
scientists with encapsulation





Software should not limit science.
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Encapsulator

Purpose: Simplify computational reproducibility
1.Create a data “capsule” (code + data + environment)
2.Increase transparency with “cleaned” code







What is data provenance?



Prov. Huh. What is it good for?





Future Work
– Challenges: domain-specific environments, improved code 

cleaning (Rclean), Capsule OS (Linux), nondeterminism
– Testing Dataverse products
– Integration with IDEs (RStudio)
– Container Support (e.g. Docker)

Email: matthewklau@fas.harvard.edu
Github: MKLau
This work was supported by NSF grants SSI-1450277 (End-to-

End Provenance) and ACI-1448123 (Citation++).

More details about those projects are available at 

https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/provenance-at-harvard.
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